
c Asset Integrity 

Altamira asset integrity services minimize risk, ensure compliance, 
and safeguard your enterprise assets.

Our mission at Altamira is to solve our clients’ most complex regulatory,  
operational, and business challenges by being the first choice and trusted 
partner for strategy, consulting, technical expertise, and digital technology 
solutions. Our experienced team of technical experts, engineers, and  
consultants develops best work practices that extend the life of critical assets.
 
The Altamira team assists operators with the growing challenges of ensuring 
safety and performance throughout the lifecycle of their complex assets, while 
at the same time satisfying corporate governance, regulatory compliance, 
and operational expectations. We provide integrated solutions that address  
the challenges of operating aging infrastructure while optimizing operational 
and financial performance.
 
Our client-specific Integrity Management Programs are based on a multi- 
faceted approach to asset integrity that includes project management,  
engineering design, integrity analysis, data and records management,  
compliance solutions, and GIS-based application of integrity services.   
Each unique program is designed to sustainably deliver safe, compliant, and 
cost-effective operations. Altamira’s team of experts offer an array of asset 
integrity capabilities designed to enable informed decision making and risk 
management.
 
Asset Integrity Services Include:
	n Integrity analysis
	n Inspection plan development and management
	n MAOP / MOP verification
	n Materials verification
	n Risk assessment and management

Integrity Fortified with Data  
and Records
High-profile pipeline and energy  
incidents have caused public concern 
over asset safety and reliability, placing 
considerable pressure on operators. 
As a result, operators must maintain 
the proper system-wide information to 
comply with demanding and evolving 
regulations.

Altamira understands that pipeline and  
facility data is a key corporate asset and
the foundation of informed decision 
making. We are a national leader in 
establishing effective data-management 
systems and assuring the resulting  
information satisfies both regulatory 
requirements and operational  
expectations.
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